
PANEL CONTRIBUTOR BIOS 

 

 Amani el Awad  

- has a BSc and MSc in Agricultural Economics, a Postgraduate diploma in Development 

Planning and is currently studying for her PhD in drought resistant agriculture in Khartoom. 

Before fleeing Sudan she worked in a number of high level management and research posts, 

including as researcher and deputy manager with the Alfanar Organisation for Development 

and Planning.  Her poem ‘I journey towards you’ was further translated into a video 

production produced by OnePeople. 

 Amel Sid (Algieria) 

 - has a degree in Biology and was working in a path lab in Algiers before leaving her country. 

Since arriving in Britain she has learnt English, passed her access to nursing but is unable to 

complete her training, trained as a chef, qualified as an interpreter (North African Arabic, 

Arabic, French) and currently supports her 5 girls as a self employed interpreter; 

 Hannah Sabatia (Kenya) 

 - is a qualified nutritionist from Nairobi -  since arriving in Britain she has gained an NVQ in 

Community Development, has obtained a PGCE in Adult Education. She used to volunteer 

teaching ESOL classes and is a past vice-chair of Swansea City of Sanctuary. She was key to 

the LEANA (Local Education and Advice on Nutrition and Activity) project. Unfortunately 

she has been told she is not allowed to volunteer any more.  

 Sliva Kiki (Syria) 

- was training as a lawyer in Damascus. Since arriving in Britain she has learnt English. After 

being shot as a child she is disabled and unable to work but volunteers as an interpreter 

(Kurdish Kirmanji/Bahdini; Arabic) in hospitals and for a range of charities 

 Wahida Khorsand (Afghanistan)  

 - is a skilled carpet maker whose marriage to someone working in the British embassy in 

Kabul put her and their family in danger.  Since arriving in Britain she has learnt English and 

qualified in childcare. She has worked as a classroom assistant and provides childcare for 

charities such as Faith in Families (a social initiative of the Diocese of Swansea and Brecon) 

and the African Community Centre. She also volunteers as an interpreter (Dari/Farsi, Urdu) 

for a range of different bodies. 

 

 

 Maria Shafayat (Pakistan) 

 - is a qualified pharmacist from Karachi - since arriving in Britain she has qualified as an 

interpreter and translator (Urdu-English). She has also qualified  teacher for post 16 education 

(sciences, maths). She has volunteered as ESOL teacher. She supports her two children as a 

freelance tutor. She also works as a freelance interpreter and mystery shopper; 

Maria is unable to attend but several of her poems feature in the small collection for the conference 


